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Abstract: Metal additive manufacturing (AM) has matured from its infancy in the research stage to the fabrication of a wide range of commercial functional applications. In particular, at present, metal AM is now popular in the aerospace industry to build and repair various components for commercial and military aircraft, as well as outer space vehicles. Firstly, this review describes the categories of AM technologies that are commonly used to fabricate metallic parts. Then, the evolution of metal AM used in the aerospace industry from just prototyping to the manufacturing of propulsion systems and structural components is also highlighted. In addition, current outstanding issues that prevent metal AM from entering mass production in the aerospace industry are discussed, including the development of standards and qualifications, sustainability, and supply chain development.
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1. Introduction

The elementary concept of additively manufacturing a product has existed for decades. It is defined as the process of incrementally creating objects from computer model data, layer by layer, until a three-dimensional object is built [1,2]. The first attempts to additively manufacture objects originated in the American-based Battelle Memorial Institute in the late 1960s [3], where researchers used the interactions of laser beams and photopolymers to create solid objects in a resin vat [4]. Emerging in a viable commercial form in 1987 as stereolithography (SLA) under the patent holder Charles Hull, its introduction to the marketplace was developed with other technologies such as fused deposition modeling (FDM), selective laser sintering (SLS), and inkjet printing, all of which are still utilized today [5].

The early applications of additive manufacturing (AM) technology include the rapid prototyping (RP) of machine tools and RP to support continuous product development by providing prototype models for physical product validation. However, over the last decade, AM has seen swift advancements in technological capability and has been increasingly used as a form of direct manufacturing. In niche industries such as the aerospace, biomedical, and automotive industries, AM is now used hand in hand with conventional manufacturing (CM), e.g., subtractive manufacturing (SM), which relies on the removal of material to produce an end product [6]. This has subsequently resulted in an upsurge of start-up companies for the rapid manufacturing (RM) of components [7,8].

In the aerospace industry, AM is specifically experiencing a continually upward trend of utilization in the fabrication of various individual aircraft components which accounted for 16.6% and 18.2% of the global industry market share in 2016 and 2017, respectively [9,10]. One of the major reasons for this is the prospect of redesigning and manufacturing parts on demand with significant mass
and cost reduction, without sacrificing the mechanical properties of the AM-fabricated components. A key feature of fusion-based AM technologies used to fabricate aerospace components is their rapid melting/solidification cycles that lead to high cooling rates, which result in very fine grains that yield comparable, if not improved mechanical properties compared to CM parts [11–15]. In addition, the flexibility of these fusion-based AM technologies allows for microstructural features such as grain structure, texture, and topology to be controlled via manipulation of process parameters during the fabrication stage [16]. Such flexibility not only permits the creation of complex features that are otherwise difficult to be machined or manufactured by CM processes but also enables the tailoring of microstructures, which are of critical importance to the building of high-performance aerospace components since they often operate in complex environments, e.g. elevated temperatures, harsh weather, and prolonged lifespans [17]. Furthermore, the economics of AM processes heavily favor the low-volume production of the aerospace industry. A large contributor to the high production cost associated with aerospace components via conventional SM processes is related to their high buy-to-fly ratio, defined as the mass ratio between the input material and the final product. For the aerospace industry, in particular, this ratio fluctuates between 10:1 and 15–20:1, and can be as high as 40:1 for increasingly complex components [10,18]. Since AM offers the advantage of producing near net-shaped products, the buy-to-fly ratio can be considerably reduced and even close to 1:1 [7]. With improvement of internal microstructures, higher input-material utilization and less associated material wastage, and faster processing time, AM technology is now no longer viewed as merely a prototyping option but as a direct manufacturing method which can produce near net-shaped products with high quality [7]. This new AM technology provides increased control for end-users and in particular for component specifications such as mass, geometric constraints, and incurred costs [19]. Furthermore, the successful adaptation of metal AM in the aerospace sector provides more opportunities in terms of sustainability and associated supply chain structures in the future.

However, while AM is experiencing rapid successful adoption in the aerospace, automotive, and medical fields, AM is still considered a developing technology. With regard to the lack of established associated standards and certification for AM-produced components, the majority of current AM usage has been restricted to non-mission critical applications within the aerospace industry [20]. To address these issues, manufacturers and regulatory aviation bodies are increasingly working towards the development of new standards to meet the current capabilities of AM [21]. Moreover, it should be noted that both academic institutions and commercial companies have established their own classifications of AM technologies due to the lack of such unified standards, which has often resulted in confusing and contradictory categorization of AM processes and nomenclatures [22]. So far, a number of standards regarding metal AM in general have been developed; standards include the ISO/ASTM52900-15 regarding standard AM terminology, the ASTM F3122-14 regarding the evaluation of mechanical properties of metal AM parts, and the ASTM F3049-14 regarding the characterization of metal powders used for AM processes [1,23]. However, only a few standards and qualifications have been established in the context of the application of metal AM within the aerospace industry; examples include the MSFC-STD-3716 regarding spacecraft hardware fabricated by laser powder bed fusion (L-PBF) metal AM processes and SAE AS9100 regarding the requirements for quality management systems in aviation, space, and defense organizations [1,23]. Significant efforts are therefore still required to fully integrate the standards for metal AM and specifically to meet the requirements of aerospace applications, which are currently pioneered by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) [1,23]. Nevertheless, these established standards are particularly useful to policy makers and to the AM community in general and have become fundamental guidelines in developing further standards and qualifications that focus on the aerospace industry.

To date, many researchers have published review papers on state-of-the-art metal AM technologies in a broad context. For example, Frazier [24] has reviewed the different metal AM categories and has focused on the materials science, processes, businesses, and environmental issues pertaining to metal AM. Beyer [25] has addressed the strategic implications of widespread adoption of AM, particularly
in developing the right mindset among engineers and manufacturers to fully exploit the advantages of AM for various industrial applications, e.g., for engineering, automotive, aerospace, medical, and consumer products. Furthermore, Seifi et al. [26,27] have focused their efforts on developing standards to support the qualification and certification of metal AM, especially with regard to the aspects of materials, microstructures, and mechanical properties. In addition, other researchers have reviewed the application and future potential of metal AM within the aerospace industry. For example, Uriondo et al. [22] have detailed the use of metal AM and material modeling in the production and repair of aerospace parts and have emphasized the importance of regulatory frameworks, airworthiness, and air transport safety for these two purposes. Similarly, Liu et al. [17] have highlighted the advantages of metal and non-metal AM for production and repair of aerospace applications and have discussed the future potential of AM in the aerospace industry from both commercial and academic points of view. Kinsella [28] has explained that although metal AM technologies may not completely replace CM techniques in fabricating aerospace components, they could offer cost savings and manufacturing capacity for innovative designs using superalloys, such as dual-alloy deposition and functionally graded materials (FGM) for the United States Air Force (USAF) and Department of Defense (DoD). Furthermore, Nickels [29] has concluded that the outstanding issues of geometrical freedom, waste reduction, machine constraints, energy consumption, and functional integration may cause slow adoption of metal AM for serial productions in the aerospace sector.

However, the aspects of standardization, the supply chain, and sustainability of metal AM in the aerospace sector have been scarcely discussed. Hence, the objective of this paper is to review the current developments surrounding metal AM in present day aerospace applications. It will also cover present issues of AM standardization within the aerospace industry, the supply chain, sustainability considerations, and potential future applications.

2. Methodology

Several academic databases were utilized when searching for literature within the scope of this review, including (1) Google Scholar, (2) ProQuest, (3) Academia, (4) ScienceDirect, (5) Taylor and Francis Online, (6) SpringerLink, (7) Engineering Village, (8) IOPscience, and (9) IEEE Xplore. The number of hits returned when searching for “metal additive manufacturing for aerospace applications” is shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Database</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hits Returned</td>
<td>46800</td>
<td>15595</td>
<td>7432</td>
<td>7408</td>
<td>5205</td>
<td>4284</td>
<td>686</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following Boolean search terms were also useful for tracking down relevant literature: “metal additive manufacturing”, “aerospace applications”, “3D printing”, “3D printing of metals”, “aerospace additive manufacturing standards and certification”, and “aerospace material qualifications for additive manufacturing”.

3. Classification of AM for Manufacturing Metallic Components

Currently, there is a wide range of available AM technologies, with each process offering particular advantages and drawbacks depending on its service application. These AM processes are categorized into photopolymerization, material jetting, binder jetting, material extrusion, powder bed fusion (PBF), sheet lamination, and directed energy deposition (DED), as shown in Figure 1 [30]. The focus of this review is on metal-based AM technologies and mainly PBF and DED categories, as they are the most applicable to the aerospace industry.
The nomenclatures used throughout industry can sometimes be contradictory, particularly between complete-melting versus partial-melting (sintering). Many companies that utilize a particular AM category either alter the process slightly or call the process by a different name, which can complicate classifications. Table 2 lists the common acronyms and trade names associated with the main metal AM processes.

### Table 2. Common nomenclatures of various commercial AM processes [5,31–34].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AM Category</th>
<th>Sub-Category</th>
<th>Other Commercially Known Names</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Powder bed fusion</td>
<td>Laser-PBF (L-PBF)</td>
<td>Selective laser melting, direct metal laser sintering, direct metal laser re-melting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directed energy deposition</td>
<td>Electron beam-PBF (E-PBF)</td>
<td>Electron beam melting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powder-fed</td>
<td></td>
<td>3D laser cladding, direct laser deposition (DLD), direct laser fabrication (DLF), direct metal deposition, laser cladding (LC), laser engineered net shaping (LENS), laser hard bending/facing, laser material/melting deposition, laser rapid/solid forming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wire-fed</td>
<td></td>
<td>Wire and arc AM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3.1. Powder Bed Fusion

In terms of utilization in the aerospace industry, the primary PBF techniques comprise of selective laser melting (SLM) and electron beam melting (EBM) [19,35,36]. PBF uses thermal energy to selectively melt regions of a powder bed layer that are evenly spread across a build surface using a recoating system. Once the layer is deposited, a powerful laser (L-PBF, e.g., SLM) or electron beam (E-PBF, e.g., EBM) precisely melts a particular location on the powder bed in a layer-wise manner (usually 30–50 µm thick per layer) according to the initial computer aided design (CAD) design, as shown in Figure 2 [37]. Once the entire layer is successfully melted in correspondence to the CAD model, the build-surface sinks down and a fresh layer of powder is swept across again, and the process restarts for the next corresponding layer. Typically, the motion of the laser or electron beam imparted
onto the powder material is such that it melts previously solidified layers, which enhances interlayer fusion with successive layers and produces near-isotropic mechanical properties [35]. Furthermore, PBF AM techniques utilize the same underlying material deposition method by using a rolling or raking mechanism to spread uniform powder bed layers over a build platform.

![Schematic of melt pool in PBF AM processes](image)

**Figure 2.** Schematic of melt pool in PBF AM processes. Reproduced from [37], with permission of Elsevier, 2014.

The PBF approach is only economically viable if unfused powder is recycled after each printing cycle, for example by sieving. However, the recycling procedure can alter powder chemistry and particle diameter distribution. This can lead to increased porosity and voids upon subsequent printing due to the altered mean diameter distributions, with fine powders usually being removed during the powder recycling process [20]. Nevertheless, the use of fine, spherical metallic powders permits high packing densities, which improves part consolidation and reduces defects [38].

In addition, the PBF approach does not require structural supports because the high powder density across the build geometry can act as a self-support. This permits faster post-processing and simultaneous printing of several components within the same build volume in a single operation, therefore optimizing the AM building process. Furthermore, PBF techniques offer higher precision compared with other AM processes.

### 3.1.1. Selective Laser Melting

In SLM, the build operation typically takes place in a vacuum or inert atmosphere (argon or nitrogen) to prevent the formation of surface oxides on the molten metal layers. The SLM process is very similar to direct metal laser sintering (DMLS) and SLS, with both undergoing a complete powder melting regime (Figure 3 [39]). The laser beam provides sufficient energy to raise the powder above its melting temperature, creating a small region termed the ‘melt pool’ at an exact location that corresponds to the 2D projection of the CAD model.

While SLS can utilize a range of polymers, metals, and alloy powders, and DMLS exclusively metals, SLM is primarily focused on particular metals such as steel, aluminum, and titanium [5]. However, both DMLS and SLS lack the capability to fully melt the deposited powder material while SLM has the ability to do so, resulting in the latter’s superior mechanical properties [40]. The primary benefit of SLM and of PBF in general is its ability to produce components of high resolution and quality, making its applications in the aerospace industry particularly useful.
3.1.2. Electron Beam Melting

The EBM technique uses a high-energy electron beam to melt a metallic powder bed region and is typically carried out in a vacuum to prevent unwanted oxidation and the reflection of highly energized electrons with the surrounding atmosphere [24,41,42]. The schematic of an EBM machine is shown in Figure 4 [42]. EBM was commercialized by the Swedish company Arcam, a now-subsidiary of GE Additive, and follows similar principles to electron beam welding [43,44]. In contrast with SLM, EBM transfers its energy at around 70% the speed of light via the kinetic collisions between accelerated electrons and the powder bed region. As a result, the energy supplied by the electron beam is not only enough to melt the powder; it also increases the negative charge of the powder [22,45]. The effect of this electronegativity can result in a more diffuse energy beam as the powder repels incoming electrons [46]. Typically, the chamber that houses the powder bed for EBM is pre-heated prior to the printing process to mitigate the effects of large temperature gradients and residual stress build-ups and to prevent the formation of undesired microstructures that could compromise the quality of the as-fabricated components, e.g., α′-martensites in steels [38,47].

3.2. Directed Energy Deposition

Various commercial AM techniques fall under the DED category, including laser cladding (LC), laser engineered net shaping (LENS), and wire and arc AM (WAAM). In DED processes, metallic components are produced by layer-wise melting of input materials, either from a powder-fed or wire-fed configuration, as shown in Figure 5 [48,49]. The metallic wire or powder is directed into
the focal point of a high-energy heat source such as a laser or plasma arc typically mounted upon a multi-axis arm, which in turn produces a small molten pool on the build area [50]. The method of material delivery in DED processes distinguishes itself from PBF systems. In addition, DED has similarities to multi-axis welding processes and has been used for producing components from high-performance super alloys [51]. Due to its localized melting and rapid cooling approach, the resulting microstructure can consist of well-refined grains and has been shown to exhibit 30% higher strength than conventional casting [35].

As its approach is not restricted to the powder-bed construct, DED has shown unique advantages in the repair of worn and damaged large-scale metal components by restoring their original geometries [52–54]. In addition, DED has the added ability of depositing coatings upon a substrate, often with protective or fatigue-life enhancing properties [55]. Furthermore, the DED process configuration permits the production of components with heterogenous material composition, as shown in Figure 6 [56]. By switching the input-material feedstock, layers of material with different compositions can be deposited on the build area. This approach is often used for repairs to give enhanced corrosion and wear properties to the component [57,58]. Moreover, compared to PBF systems, the heat conduction in DED processes is more effective because the heat, material, and shield gas are transferred directly from the nozzle to the build area, whereas the powder bed in PBF systems acts as a heat insulator [12]. This deficiency in PBF machines often causes incomplete powder melting that eventually leads to formation of porosity and other defects upon solidification, which may be detrimental to the structural integrity and mechanical properties of PBF-fabricated parts. It is also known that the heat source movement (laser or electron beam) in PBF machines is very fast compared to the nozzle movement in DED facilities, thereby leading to sharp thermal cycles that further exacerbate the porosity and defect problems during solidification [11]. Since these problems are less observed in DED processes due to their relatively more effective heat transfer and less sharp thermal cycles, DED processes often yield more consistent builds than PBF systems, thus improving productivity [11,15]. Though the deposition rates of DED techniques can be up to 10 times higher than PBF, this often results in DED-fabricated components having a larger layer thickness, which increases the surface roughness and reduces component accuracy compared to PBF (±1 mm for DED versus ±0.05 mm for PBF) [59,60].

As its approach is not restricted to the powder-bed construct, DED has shown unique advantages in the repair of worn and damaged large-scale metal components by restoring their original geometries [52–54]. In addition, DED has the added ability of depositing coatings upon a substrate, often with protective or fatigue-life enhancing properties [55]. Furthermore, the DED process configuration permits the production of components with heterogenous material composition, as shown in Figure 6 [56]. By switching the input-material feedstock, layers of material with different compositions can be deposited on the build area. This approach is often used for repairs to give enhanced corrosion and wear properties to the component [57,58]. Moreover, compared to PBF systems, the heat conduction in DED processes is more effective because the heat, material, and shield gas are transferred directly from the nozzle to the build area, whereas the powder bed in PBF systems acts as a heat insulator [12]. This deficiency in PBF machines often causes incomplete powder melting that eventually leads to formation of porosity and other defects upon solidification, which may be detrimental to the structural integrity and mechanical properties of PBF-fabricated parts. It is also known that the heat source movement (laser or electron beam) in PBF machines is very fast compared to the nozzle movement in DED facilities, thereby leading to sharp thermal cycles that further exacerbate the porosity and defect problems during solidification [11]. Since these problems are less observed in DED processes due to their relatively more effective heat transfer and less sharp thermal cycles, DED processes often yield more consistent builds than PBF systems, thus improving productivity [11,15]. Though the deposition rates of DED techniques can be up to 10 times higher than PBF, this often results in DED-fabricated components having a larger layer thickness, which increases the surface roughness and reduces component accuracy compared to PBF (±1 mm for DED versus ±0.05 mm for PBF) [59,60].

**Figure 5.** (a) Schematic of powder-fed DED process. Reproduced from [48], with the permission of Elsevier, 2015; (b) wire-fed DED process [49], used under CC BY-ND 2.0.
At present, there are several advantages and drawbacks associated with AM application, as shown in Table 3. AM processes can offer tremendous design and processing flexibility, drastically reducing the usage of input material and the need for post-processing machining [6,71]. Near net-shaped products, culminating in near 1:1 buy-to-fly ratios and scrap rates of only ~10–20%, significantly reducing the usage of input material and the need for post-processing machining [6,71]. The successful adoption of AM technology within the industry depends on its ability to reduce the cost of material for AM higher than its CM equivalent, but optimized AM processes can offer lower buy-to-fly ratios and recycling capabilities, significantly reducing the overall manufacturing costs [56,69,70].

4. Metallic Materials Used for AM in the Aerospace Industry

In recent years, common metallic materials used to fabricate components for the aerospace industry have included tool steels and stainless steels, titanium, nickel, aluminum, and alloys of these materials [61]. Other metals, such as gold, platinum, and silver, are also used in select applications in the aerospace industry [24]. In particular, nickel-based superalloys have been increasingly used due to their remarkable properties at elevated temperatures which are well-suited for aerospace components that are typically operated in extreme environments [62,63].

Furthermore, the Ti6Al4V alloy has gained widespread attention in the aerospace industry due to its combined properties of high strength and fracture toughness, and low density, together with a low coefficient of thermal expansion [64–66]. In addition, its high corrosion resistance is attractive as a lightweight material option for aerospace structures [38]. At the moment, the cost and difficulty of processing the material via CM techniques are significant due to CM’s high affinity with interstitial elements at elevated temperatures. Hence, manufacturers are increasingly utilizing AM to produce titanium components as AM offers tremendous design and processing flexibility, drastically reducing production costs and associated material waste [64]. So far, titanium alloys (for example, Ti6Al4V and TiAl) have been additively manufactured to produce turbine blades for commercial aircraft due to their good mechanical properties at elevated temperatures [67,68].

In most evaluations, the cost of material for AM is higher than its CM equivalent, but optimized AM processes can offer lower buy-to-fly ratios and recycling capabilities, significantly reducing the overall manufacturing costs [56,69,70].

5. Applications of Metal AM in the Aerospace Industry

The successful adoption of AM technology within the industry depends on its ability to reduce manufacturing costs and lead times without compromising the quality and mechanical properties of the finished product. In recent years, AM has had considerable success in prototyping within the aerospace industry, permitting rapid design and product modification, which in turn has enabled the final components to be manufactured quickly without a long lead time. In conventional SM processes, the fabrication of a product typically begins from a large billet that is subsequently machined down to the desired shape. Hence, manufacturing multiple components requires more billets to be machined down, resulting in poor material utilization and a high material wastage of around 90%, with high buy-to-fly ratios (typically 10:1) [41]. The significant advantage of AM over CM is its ability to create near net-shaped products, culminating in near 1:1 buy-to-fly ratios and scrap rates of only ~10–20%, significantly reducing the usage of input material and the need for post-processing machining [6,71]. At present, there are several advantages and drawbacks associated with AM application, as shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Advantages and disadvantages of metal AM technologies [6,7,19,22].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Capable of producing complex, near-net shape, or complete geometries.</td>
<td>1. Lack of certifications and standards for processes and materials.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Economical for low-to-medium volume production.</td>
<td>2. Lack of awareness in industries regarding use of AM to produce desired components.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Light-weighting of components.</td>
<td>3. Reliability of AM processes for mass production.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Parts can be built without tools, dies, or molds.</td>
<td>4. Limitations in print speed and component size.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Minimal part assembly required.</td>
<td>5. Not economical for high volume production for the time being.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Potential for reducing length of supply chain.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Low material wastage.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Reduced time to market.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.1. Propulsion System in Aircraft and Space Transportation

In recent years, General Electric (GE) has been at the forefront of AM adoption for aircraft propulsion systems, integrating several AM technologies into new product developments. In 2016, the company founded a new subsidiary, GE Additive, via the acquisitions of high-profile AM companies such as Concept Laser and Arcam [43,72]. One landmark application has been the successful AM fabrication of 19 individual fuel nozzles made of titanium to be used in a single commercial “Leading Edge Aviation Propulsion” (LEAP) engine by “Cubic Feet per Minute” (CFM) International for the use of B737MAX and A320neo aircraft [73]. The AM fuel nozzle has several advantages over its predecessors that have been manufactured via CM approaches, including a five-fold increase in durability, 25% lighter frames, and facilitated part consolidation. This allows for the complete nozzle, including its complex internal cooling pathway features, to be built in a single AM machine operation; the nozzle otherwise requires 20 individual components to be built and assembled when manufactured by SM techniques, e.g. computer numerical control (CNC) machining [74,75]. Although GE initially successfully fabricated a T25 engine sensor housing component by AM prior to the AM fuel nozzle, it was only used for retrofitting hundreds of GE90-94B engines [76], whereas the fuel nozzle is in serial production [77]. In addition, GE has also managed to additively manufacture an advanced single turboprop engine for the Cessna Denali aircraft consisting only of a 12-part assembly, compared to the 855-part assembly required when manufacturing was performed by [78–80].

On the other hand, a research group at the Marshall Space Flight Centre (MSFC), part of the NASA, helped co-develop a simplified metal AM procedure for rapidly producing regeneratively-cooled nozzles for rocket engine applications in 2017 [81]. The manufacturing of rocket engines is inherently complex, as the system must be able to withstand both extreme pressure and temperature fluxes. However, MSFC managed to use a DED-based AM technique called laser wire direct closeout (LWDC) to fabricate the nozzle which incorporated improved complex coolant channels in a single build [82]. This technique allows for bimetallic printing and specifically for an internal copper liner for the coolant channels and an exterior jacket made of a nickel-based superalloy [83]. In addition, LWDC has been shown to drastically reduce the manufacturing time from several months down to weeks. The printed nozzles were tested under extreme operating conditions, successfully burning for 1040 s with minimal damage to the internal coolant channels detected upon post-evaluation [83].

Similarly, in the private aerospace industry sector, companies such as SpaceX have successfully fabricated SuperDraco engines to be placed onboard the main Dragon V2 capsule by using SLM techniques [84]. The primary purpose of this regeneratively-cooled engine is to evacuate the capsule in the event of an accident. These engines have been made of the Inconel superalloy (nickel–iron alloy) and have been observed to be able to produce 73 kN of axial thrust.

Furthermore, GKN Aerospace, formerly known as Guest, Keen and Neetlefolds (GKN) have recently begun to additively manufacture full-scale turbines for the Prometheus engine used by the ArianeGroup [85]. In addition to significant part consolidation and an estimated 90% reduction in manufacturing cost, the use of AM is expected to make the Prometheus engine the first rocket propulsion system to take full advantage of AM for commercial space propulsion operations [86].
Another development of AM for propulsive applications is in the manufacturing of RS-25, historically used as the primary space shuttle engine and also used for its future successor, the Space Launch System, which has resulted from collaboration between NASA and Aerojet Rocketdyne [87]. The components that have been produced by AM as a result of this collaboration include the pogo accumulator, which was designed to act as a shock absorber during ascent and a regulator to the supply of liquid oxygen [88]. With the application of AM, more than 100 welds have been eliminated from the component, reducing costs by 35% and lead times by 80% [88].

5.2. Structural Components for Aircraft and Spacecraft

Significant efforts have been made in recent years to insert AM componentry into both structural and propulsion systems of aircraft. Airbus used AM to produce A350 brackets from Ti6Al4V in 2014, the first metal AM components used for the interior of a commercial aircraft (Figure 7) [56]. The topology-optimized component is 30% lighter than a CM-milled bracket, yielding a significant waste reduction of from 95% to 5% [89].

![Figure 7. A350 brackets additively manufactured from Ti6Al4V. Reproduced from [56], with the permission of Springer, 2017.](image)

A major breakthrough came in 2017 when the Norwegian company Norsk Titanium received approval from the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) to fabricate components for the commercial B787 Dreamliner using DED AM techniques [90]. The company was the first to receive FAA approval to utilize AM for building components that will experience in-flight stress loads [91]. Later in the same year, Airbus began serial production of AM titanium brackets to be used inside the pylons of the A350 XWB aircraft, which link the wing and the engine [92].

Additionally, the Chinese-built Comac C919 was the first to manufacture central wing spars from titanium using the LC technique, a derivative of the DED AM category [93]. It is expected to enter commercial service onboard the aircraft in 2021.

On the other hand, as a consequence of the extreme operating environment, vessels traveling into space are exposed to stringent developmental and manufacturing procedures which are necessary to minimize part failure and ensure flightworthiness [24]. An important reason for this is that once launched, repairing a broken component onboard a vessel becomes exponentially difficult, particularly if it is launched beyond the low Earth orbit (LEO). Furthermore, component failure onboard a spacecraft can have tremendous consequences to the spacecraft depending on its mission criticality designation. With stringent qualification standards, the space sector saw very few AM utilizations until recently, although experimentation with the technology has been well-documented [94,95].

The earliest use of AM for structural applications in a spacecraft was onboard the 2011 Juno mission to Jupiter in the form of waveguide brackets, which were manufactured using EBM (Figure 8) [96]. On the other hand, an aluminum-based engine mount onboard the Israeli lunar lander Beresheet was expected to become the first AM component to ever land on the moon in early 2019, although it eventually experienced critical mission failure upon its final descent [97,98]. As AM technology has continued to mature, confidence throughout the industry has increased significantly over the last
decade, and it is predicted that AM will take on a larger role in the fabrication of structural components for satellites [56,99–101].

Figure 8. Waveguide bracket for the Juno mission [96].

5.3. Maintenance and Repair of Aircraft Components

The typical lifespan of a commercial aircraft stands at around 20–30 years, and with this longevity comes scheduled maintenance [50]. There are typically over 30,000 individual components in the propulsion system of an aircraft alone that require periodic maintenance and repair [102]. To address these needs, specialist companies exist to provide maintenance, repair, and overhaul (MRO) services. High overhead costs exist for MRO providers to maintain large replacement inventories and to face uncertainties over future product demands. The economics of scale under AM permit an economically significant reduction in part inventory, in addition to being able to produce one-off replacements, an option which is prohibitively expensive with CM [7].

With stringent standards set in place to assure that the overhauled components are fit for service, MRO providers are required to have approval by aviation bodies such as the European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) and FAA, depending on operational locations. The turnaround period for MRO providers is viewed as an important performance indicator to keep aircrafts operational by minimizing repair time, which could eventually maximize airline profits. AM has the potential to offer significant reductions in design and lead times which are highly advantageous for MRO providers [103].

MRO providers account for 40–50% of the total revenue of the aerospace industry, particularly in the spare components aftermarket, which generates larger profits than initial component sales [104]. In 2017 alone, MRO services accounted for $75.5 billion, with the Asia-Pacific, North America, and European regions being the largest markets (Figure 9) [105].
Future demands for MRO services are expected to increase for emerging economies in the Asia-Pacific region, especially for China and India. As shown in Figure 10, extended economic growth has spurred significant advancement in their respective middle classes, and investments for building new civilian airports and various supporting infrastructures are projected to double in the coming decades [106–108]. Domestic airlines are responding to this rise by placing increased orders for future fleets [109,110]. Following this rise in global demand, the through-life-support of aircraft components is estimated to be $1.9 trillion between 2016 and 2035, thereby offering large growth opportunities for MRO providers [19]. To meet the increasing demand, the inclusion of AM in MRO services is able to significantly reduce lead times and associated costs.

Over the course of its lifespan, an aircraft component can experience degradation as a consequence of harsh environmental and operational conditions [111]. Typically, conventional techniques such as tungsten arc welding (TAW) and tungsten insert gas (TIG) welding have been used to repair worn and damaged components [112]. However, the high operational temperatures in welding (around 5500 °C) can be detrimental to the microstructure of the repaired components [52]. In addition, manual post-processing such as grinding and machining are often required, which increases lead times. These inherent issues in conventional repair methods make a strong case for the growth prospects of AM-based repairs.
At present, additive repairs involve hybrid manufacturing, in which the most common approach is to firstly sandblast the surrounding damaged area and then deposit melt metal powder on the damaged area, followed by a CNC milling process to remove surplus material [113]. Currently, the hybrid manufacturing approach is necessary to improve the surface finish because as-repaired AM parts typically have a rough surface, which could compromise their tensile strength and fatigue properties [114]. In addition, AM product repairs can reduce the cost of re-manufacturing by 50% compared to CM approaches, significantly reducing lead times [115]. AM repairs are currently restricted to secondary structures due to the lack of certification and standards from aerospace regulatory bodies, although they show future promise for primary structure repairs. Over the last half-decade, there has been a trend of both airlines and manufacturers partnering with AM-capable MRO providers due to AM technology being recognized for its economical and reliable repairs [116,117].

Of the AM technologies capable of performing repairs, the most common approaches have been DED and supersonic particle deposition (SPD). Unlike the AM processes previously discussed, the unique characteristic of SPD is that the deposited powder material retains its initial phase composition and grain structure upon its base component [118]. On the other hand, DED is often utilized more extensively as it offers the ability to repair critical components to higher degrees of accuracy [119,120]. The benefit of both AM technologies is their capability to repair components with a reduced heat-affected zone (HAZ) [121].

5.3.1. Repairs Using Directed Energy Deposition AM

DED AM technology (Figure 5) utilizes streams of metallic powder or wire being fed into the path of a laser or energy beam, producing a moving melt-pool on a build area [122]. In contrast with the SPD technique, DED does not require a line of sight when depositing material since material is fed automatically with a laser beam via a coaxial nozzle [50]. DED operates at lower heat input, generating minimal HAZ and dilution of the build area, often requiring only minimal post-processing [123]. Furthermore, DED-based repairs have been shown to reduce re-manufacturing costs by approximately 50% [115]. Overall, DED has several advantageous characteristics that prove its noteworthiness in repair and restoration of aerospace components. The advantages and disadvantages of the DED process for repair of aerospace components are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Advantages and disadvantages of DED AM processes [5,123,124].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. High material deposition rate.</td>
<td>2. Limitations in producing complex shapes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Multiple material inputs possible.</td>
<td>3. Lower accuracy than PBF AM processes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Not restricted to powder bed, easing repairs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Possible to apply protective coatings over build area.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Minimal heat-affected zone (HAZ) due to low heat input.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Minimal dilution between deposited layer and build area.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 11a–c show an example of the reparation of a worn anti-rotation bracket of the F/A-18 rudder from military service in the Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) [58]. Although newly purchased anti-rotation brackets are relatively cheap, long lead times of up to 18 months drew the attention of the RAAF to additive repairs and specifically to those by DED. In this case, stainless steel powder was successfully deposited on the damaged area using a 6-axis robot arm, followed by post-machining to restore the bracket to within its original geometric tolerances. Following the repair, the anti-rotation bracket successfully satisfied all requirements for re-certification and was endorsed by the air force.
5.3.2. Repairs Using Supersonic Particle Deposition AM

The SPD technique, also referred to as cold spray or kinetic spraying, is a solid-state AM technology that restores damaged parts caused by wear and corrosion to their original critical dimensions. This process involves the jetting of metallic particles through an expanded supersonic gas flow, providing the particles with sufficient kinetic energy to impart plastic deformation and bonding to an impacted surface (Figure 12) [125]. As the metal particles are pushed through a Laval nozzle the flow temperature drops as the particles are accelerated by up to 1200 m/s [126], resulting in metal droplets being deposited on the targeted area to cover the damaged region. Thus, the SPD technique is viewed as a viable and effective repair solution for damaged components, in addition to DED repairs.

![Figure 11.](image1) Worn anti-rotation bracket; (b) after DED coating; (c) post-processing. Reproduced from [58], with the permission of Laser Institute of America, 2014.

![Figure 12.](image2) Schematic of supersonic particle deposition AM. Reproduced from [125], with the permission of AIP Publishing, 2015.

With a particle size distribution ranging from 5–45 µm, the result of the high-energy impact of the particles is high strain-rate deformation and adiabatic shear at the impacted surface [50,127]. With its ability to produce compressive stresses on the impacted substrate and lack of an HAZ, SPD has been shown to restore and mitigate material degradation in structural aircraft components that have been exposed to both corrosion and wear for parts such as load bearing wings, horizontal stabilizers, and fuselage lap joints [50,128]. Typically, the materials used for SPD restoration and repairing works including aluminum and titanium alloys, and nickel-based superalloys [127]. Furthermore, SPD is a controllable method because it can be used to regenerate worn components and return them to their respective high dimensional tolerance [50]. This gives SPD several advantages and disadvantages over traditional welding approaches for component repairs, as shown in Table 5.
Table 5. Advantages and disadvantages of supersonic particle deposition (SPD) AM processes [50,129,130].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. No HAZ applied to the build area.</td>
<td>1. Loss of ductility due to plastic deformation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Able to increase fatigue life of components</td>
<td>2. Pure ceramics and certain alloys cannot be processed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Impact of high-velocity particles imparts surface compressive stress.</td>
<td>3. Requires line of sight to deposit material, making complex geometries and internal cavities difficult to be processed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. No limitation in thickness that can be applied.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. No phase change occurs on the deposited particles or the build area.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Similarly to other areas of AM applications, SPD has its applications limited to secondary accessory components such as gearboxes, pump housings, and valve bodies for turbine engines [131]. SPD has also been used to repair components for the military USAF B-1 Bombers and F/A-18 fighter jets, successfully reducing the cost of repairs [132–134]. In late 2018, the FAA approved certification for SPD-based repairs provided by the Airborne Maintenance and Engineering Services (AMES) partnership with the University of Akron [135]. The long-term goal for SPD is to transition the technology into repairs of primary aircraft structures, which could be attractive to commercial aircraft operators since these repairs are typically more costly using conventional techniques [136].

5.4. Manufacturing Spare Parts for Legacy Aircraft

A legacy aircraft is considered a make or model of aircraft that is no longer in production, thus making component replacements difficult to source at times. Specialist companies that undertake MRO work are attempting to address the issue of supply for legacy aircraft replacements. This issue is further exacerbated if the original supplier of the required components goes out of business, taking company intellectual property away with it. In some instances where MRO providers have been assigned to repair or replace legacy aircraft components, the advantages of AM become apparent as original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) may no longer carry the associated tools for the specific model [6].

AM is more cost-effective for low volume productions as it does not need supporting fixtures and tooling to produce the required parts. This pushes AM into the spotlight as low production runs are often commonplace, particularly if customers need one-off products [10]. The United States Air Force (USAF) has partnered with America Makes, an American-based AM innovation institute, with the objectives of supplying on-demand production in and reducing lead times for replacement and maintenance components of legacy aircrafts [137]. The underlying economics of low-volume manufacturing results in reduced inventory of parts, therefore shifting companies towards an on-demand manufacturing approach [7,138]. In addition to minimizing inventory, implementation of AM systems has been shown to reduce the cost of waste material disposal [139].

6. Current Outstanding Issues for Metal AM in the Aerospace Industry

6.1. Standards and Certification Qualifications

Despite the numerous advantages and applications of metal AM technology in fabricating various individual structural components for a particular aircraft, e.g., turbine blades and engine mount, the utilization of metal AM to manufacture primary structure and mission-critical parts remains scarce. This current gap is primarily caused by a lack of technological standards due to the rapid growth of metal AM technology in recent years. The establishment of standards would ensure (i) consistency, repeatability, and reliability of AM-fabricated aerospace components across all commercial companies worldwide and (ii) reduce the likelihood of critical components failing during service.

Increasingly stringent sets of testing protocols and certification steps have been established by major governing bodies such as the FAA and EASA before clearing any aerospace components
for service, depending on the required application [140]. Such certification typically involves the
demonstration of the repeatability of the production process and the consistency of the quality of
as-fabricated components. However, process repeatability and quality consistency remain major issues
in metal AM technologies used in the aerospace industry, particularly when manufacturing parts in
large quantities.

6.1.1. Barriers, Challenges, and Opportunities

There is general consensus throughout the industry that a large gap exists in the applicational
knowledge of AM technologies and their corresponding implementation procedures into commercial
products. Therefore, the training, education, and mindset shift among engineers and company
executives on the uses of AM are deemed necessary and are currently under development [141,142].
The major obstacle surrounding certification guidelines is the scarcity of knowledge regarding the
failure mechanisms of AM-fabricated components and in particular the fatigue properties that are of
critical importance within the aerospace industry due to the cyclic nature of the loadings experienced
by aerospace components. This is due to the current lack of part-driven data regarding key printing
process parameters, material properties, and microstructures, and the resultant mechanical properties,
which is exacerbated by inadequate on-site process monitoring and often prohibitive high costs of
non-destructive testing techniques. However, the tremendous design flexibility of metal AM techniques
opens up opportunities for a hybrid AM/SM approach, topology optimization (TO), and design for
additive manufacturing (DFAM), which would undoubtedly improve the processing and quality of
metal AM-fabricated aerospace structures.

Fatigue Properties of AM-Fabricated Aerospace Components

While static mechanical properties such as hardness, yield strength, and ultimate tensile strength
(UTS) of metal AM parts have been extensively studied and are well documented [12,13,22,24], dynamic
properties such as fatigue and creep have been much less investigated and reported within the available
AM literature [14]. In fact, fatigue life is considered of critical importance for aerospace components
as they undergo cyclic loadings for a sustained period of time, often at elevated temperatures
during service.

The lack of fatigue test reporting, particularly for AM-fabricated aerospace components, could be
attributed to the scarcity of unified aerospace application-centered nomenclature and test standards.
Unlike the investigation of static properties in which conventional standards can be modified to cater
for AM materials, the utilization of established standards for fatigue testing for CM metallic parts
such as ASTM E0466, ASTM E0606, ISO 1099:2006, and ISO 1143:2010 could pose challenges and
uncertainties when testing for AM-fabricated aerospace parts due to the stringent qualifications and
protocols within the aerospace industry [27,94,95,143].

Nevertheless, available fatigue testing results within the metal AM literature have indicated that
surface roughness, porosity, and defects all contribute to the wide scattering of experimental data
for both low cycle fatigue (LCF) and high cycle fatigue (HCF) regimes [14]. Using Ti6Al4V as an
example of the most comprehensively studied material for fatigue properties in both PBF and DED
AM processes, the established consensus explains that although proper process control can improve
the fatigue properties of as-built AM parts, their overall fatigue performances are still poorer than
those of their wrought and cast counterparts [12,26]. Post-processing techniques such as machining
and hot isostatic processing need to be conducted to improve surface finish and eliminate pores and
defects to yield comparable fatigue performances to CM Ti6Al4V [12]. Since Ti6Al4V is one of the
candidate materials for aerospace components, the available fatigue test results on metal AM can serve
as a guideline when developing and integrating standards and qualifications for fatigue testing of
metal AM parts fabricated from a wide range of materials and specifically for aerospace applications.
Non-Destructive Testing, Evaluation, and In-Situ Process Monitoring

An important challenge for AM components is the verification and mechanical testing of the as-fabricated components. In particular, conducting non-destructive testing (NDT) on AM-fabricated components to assess defects such as cracks, gas inclusions, and voids becomes increasingly problematic because of the complexity of the AM process due to the multitude of physical, chemical, and thermal phenomena occurring simultaneously during processing. Currently, the lack of an NDT test database for AM parts, coupled with the complicated procedural standards for testing, restrict AM from being applied at a global scale. Hence, new NDT techniques that are capable of minimizing component irregularities to a high degree of accuracy are urgently needed to ensure that the quality and consistency of AM-built parts are well-maintained throughout all production cycles.

An AM component that is to be used as a mission-critical structure requires more rigorous and thorough testing and evaluations compared to a non-mission critical component. These tests typically comprise of non-destructive evaluations (NDE), measurements of fracture toughness and fatigue properties, and proof testing, in which additional testing and compliance of the safe-life of the components often incur an additional certification expense to the manufacturer [144]. If the AM-fabricated component experiences breakdown or malfunction and the complete system can revert to safe operation automatically then the component only requires acceptance-testing rather than the various assessments mentioned previously. This is the major reason why most AM-fabricated aerospace components are restricted to non-critical services, allowing manufacturers to gain experience due to the reduced testing and analysis requirements [20].

Unlike established CM processes where in situ process monitoring is commonplace, numerous AM techniques have yet to completely incorporate monitoring technology on site. Although data are often gathered during printing cycles, they are simply stored and not utilized in real-time closed-loop feedbacks [145]. While AM providers offer the monitoring of select failure modes, such as porosities, melt pool, build-height, and melt-pool temperature, a unified industry-wide monitoring approach is yet to be developed and is one of the main subjects of ongoing research [146,147].

As AM products are process-sensitive, the lack of production constraints can compromise the geometrical accuracy and the quality of as-built AM parts when manufactured in large quantities. These could be attributed to critical issues such as gas porosity, internal cracks, lack of fusion between layers, and microstructural aberrations as a result of the lack of in situ process monitoring [148]. The development of in situ sensing and feedback control would help minimize build errors and reduce the need for subsequent expensive tests [149]. The advantages of including both physics-based models and in situ monitoring of AM processes are shown in Table 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Improved dimensional accuracy of AM components.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Reduced surface roughness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Implementation of near real-time feedback control.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Control of the microstructures and mechanical properties of AM components.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Reduced need for structural support.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Optimization of process parameters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Increased control of residual stress levels.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hybrid AM/SM Approach

It is well known that AM is a revolutionary manufacturing process that possesses the advantage of tremendous design flexibility, enabling metallic and non-metallic parts with complex and intricate geometries to be built in a single process sequence. However, the use of AM to manufacture high-performance metallic components requiring tight tolerances for critical applications such as in
the aerospace industry is limited by the geometrical accuracy, part resolution, and surface quality that can be attained during the manufacturing process [150–152].

For both PBF and DED metal AM processes, the lack of geometrical accuracy (~5–20 microns) can be attributed to the layer-wise build-up philosophy of AM and the splitting of the CAD design into individual 2D slices, which introduces the stair-step effect [151,152]. On the other hand, the part resolution of metal AM parts is determined by the melt pool dimensions that can be controlled by optimizing process parameters [150]. Even when optimum process parameters are selected, as-built metal AM parts still have relatively high surface roughness, which reduces part quality and may result in poor fatigue performance [12,24].

Post-processing via SM, and in particular CNC machining, is typically carried out on as-built metal AM parts to provide the required surface finish and dimensional accuracy for service. However, such a hybrid AM/SM approach often requires significant manual human intervention both in the CNC path planning and machining execution, thereby incurring additional time and costs which are counter-productive, especially for high-stakes industries, e.g., the aerospace sector.

However, the benefits of a hybrid AM/SM approach could outweigh the disadvantages, provided that these combined techniques are streamlined into an integrated system. So far, researchers have worked towards developing a unified hybrid system that incorporates individual AM and SM capabilities within a single machine architecture, as detailed in various works [150–154]. The single hybrid machineries described in these studies are focused on merging and optimizing DED AM techniques to fabricate the metal parts, with multi-axis CNC machining used for the post-processing phase. These types of equipment are used for manufacturing new components, re-manufacturing and repurposing old components, and repairing damaged parts, all of which are well-suited to meet the demands for components within the aerospace industry.

**Topology Optimization and Design for Additive Manufacturing**

Light-weighting has emerged as one of the main priorities in the fabrication of high-performance metal AM parts for aerospace applications, driven by the demand of achieving greater sustainability and efficiency without compromising the mechanical properties and the overall performance during service [155]. To achieve these objectives, the advantages of a combined TO and DFAM approach can be exploited during the design stage while taking into account the geometrical and functional constraints of the intended end-applications.

TO refers to a process of altering the surface or topology of a structure by considering the associated design constraints via special mathematical algorithms through dedicated software during the initial design stage [156]. When considering the mass and functional constraints that are often imposed for aerospace applications, TO is applied during the design stage of metal AM processes with the view of reducing part weight/volume while still delivering high-performance parts. These objectives can be achieved by finding the best compromise between material distribution and the load carrying path across the intended structure [157].

On the other hand, a topologically optimized design does not necessarily translate to high quality as-built metal AM parts. DFAM aspects such as residual stress, build orientation, and support structure need to be considered to ensure that high-performance and complex geometry parts can be achieved in a practical and cost-effective manner [158]. For example, a topologically optimized DFAM is aimed at developing self-supporting structures, or structures with as little support as possible, to reduce material waste and incurred costs, while devising efficient heat transfer pathways to mitigate residual stress build-ups that could lead to part warpage [158,159].

Thus, the synergy between TO and DFAM is a promising approach to fabricating lightweight, topologically optimized aerospace components that can exploit the design flexibility advantage of AM processes. While research on TO-DFAM consolidation in metal AM fabrication of parts for the aerospace sector is still an ongoing research subject, there have indeed been some success stories. These include the successful redesign and manufacture of two actively functioning heritage parts of a
technology demonstrator space mission in orbit that was commissioned by Surrey Satellite Technology Ltd., and that of five components for the lunar launch vehicle system of SpaceIL that will be launched very soon [159].

6.1.2. Current Standards and Certification Developments

The pressing need for industrial standards in metal AM processing has been a strong catalyst for cooperation among regulatory bodies for international standards. Several committees have been established through existing institutions, such as the ASTM F42 and ISO/TC261 committees that aim to establish standards on test procedures, materials, processes, and terminology for AM processes [160, 161]. Both the American Society of Test Methods (ASTM) and the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) are responsible for the majority of universal AM standard publications, while SAE International focuses primarily on aerospace-related AM standards [162].

In an effort to further speed up programs on AM standards, major leading regulatory bodies such as SAE International, ANSI, ASTM, and America Make have frequently collaborated with regulatory bodies for aviation, such as the FAA, EASA, and NASA, in recent years [163–165]. In 2017, the FAA began developing a strategic roadmap draft for AM which outlined a multi-year strategy for certification guidelines and manufacturing policies on AM applications [141].

Industry-leading aerospace manufacturers such as General Electric (GE), Airbus, and Boeing also utilize their close relationships with MRO providers and regulatory bodies to further progress standard developments for AM [140, 166]. In 2018, Boeing signed a five-year collaborative agreement deal with Oerlikon, a leading technology group, to focus on developing standards for AM processes and associated materials [167]. Furthermore, in early 2019, an SAE-led AM committee and Norsk Titanium released their first official specifications for DED-based processes [168–170].

It is believed that currently there are over 100 AM standards available; some of these are listed in Appendix A [140]. The contents of the standards cover a range of aspects, including the structure of the CAD file, model slicing, process conditions, and post-processing procedures. The existing standards can help to define specifications for qualification of metal AM components [144, 171, 172]. The primary issues that need to be addressed when developing AM standards and certifications are listed in Table 7.

Table 7. Necessary developments for standardization [20].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. The development of standardized AM production processes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Characterization of material properties and the designation of allowable values for the processes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. The demonstration of capabilities through qualification and acceptance-based testing with appropriate margins.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. The monitoring of stability in production runs through regular surveillance testing.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2. Sustainability of Metal AM for Aerospace Applications

From a sustainability point of view, AM offers the advantage of high material utilization and low material wastage, in contrast with SM techniques such as CNC machining [7]. Even though the energy consumption during AM printing processes is currently higher per unit component produced, AM manufacturers can produce the exact number of parts required or fabricate multiple parts in a single machine operation, thereby offering improved performance efficiency [35, 173].

In the face of global climate change, governments and aviation bodies such as the International Air Transportation Association (IATA) have set a goal of mitigating CO₂ emissions in subsequent years and have released the following milestones for its member countries as guidelines towards achieving this goal [174, 175]:

- An average improvement of aircraft fuel efficiency of 1.5% per year from 2009–2020.
- A cap on net aviation CO₂ emissions from 2020 (also known as carbon-neutral growth).
6.2.1. Economic Sustainability

AM is beginning to mature from its initial prototyping designation back in the early 1990s, and an increasing number of aerospace companies are integrating AM into their production lines. Recent trends have shown increasing collaboration and partnership between aerospace manufacturers and AM providers, as well as acquisition and absorption of AM providers into the main aerospace companies [178–180]. From 2014 to 2016, the number of AM businesses providing metal AM machineries and associated equipment jumped from 49 to 97, representing 49% of the total number of AM providers [181]. In 2017, the aerospace industry accounted for 18.2% of the total AM market and is considered to be the most promising industry for AM utilization in the future [182].

Although limited literature on metal AM is available regarding long-term economic sustainability, manufacturers have recently begun to utilize life cycle assessments (LCA) to study the effects of a complete life cycle of an AM product with respect to its material and energy consumption [183]. From a worldwide perspective, taking into account all manufacturing industries, recent LCAs of various AM processes have presented the prospect of significant cost savings in the additive production of components which are estimated to be $113–370 billion by 2025 [184,185].

6.2.2. Energy Consumption and Savings Consideration

Based on the five stages of the AM life cycle shown in Figure 13, the majority of recent literature that focuses on the energy consumption of AM processes has been centered around processing and manufacturing (stage 2) and printing (stage 3) within the AM life cycle [186]. However, the majority of energy savings are expected to come from applicational use (stage 4). Using light-weighting as a base argument, the mass reduction obtained in AM-manufactured components corresponds to less fuel required for flight, which translates to less fuel consumption. Approximately 13.4–20 TJ worth of energy savings are estimated for every 100 kg reduction in aircraft mass across a typical 30-year service lifespan, significantly mitigating the high-energy consumption at the manufacturing stage [187,188]. The reduction of fuel consumption is of critical importance to the airline industry, since fluctuating fuels cost accounted for an estimated $180 billion in 2018, or ~23.5% of the total operating cost [189].

- A reduction in net aviation CO₂ emissions of 50% by 2050 relative to 2005 levels.

To meet these milestones, aerospace companies are increasingly seeking to take advantage of AM technology, focusing on light-weighting of materials to reduce fuel consumption as well as component redesign and consolidation to improve the performance efficiency of their products [176,177].

![Figure 13. Stages of AM life cycle. Reproduced from [186], with the permission of Elsevier, 2011.](image-url)
A viable approach to reduce energy consumption is to build several components in a single print cycle. For example, PBF processes allow for the unmelted powder to act as supports for the multiple parts fabricated within a single build volume, cutting down idle periods throughout the entirety of the print and lowering the cumulative energy consumption. As a result, the dependency on large centralized factories and assembly lines is reduced, further contributing to more savings in the overall operational cost. However, such energy savings currently can only be achieved for low-volume production runs, as the AM processes for metal powders consume a large amount of energy [140].

In situations which require minimal material removal, CM can be the most viable option, offering the fastest, least energy-input approach. Nevertheless, the majority of energy consumption studies in the literature have focused primarily on direct energy consumption in AM and CM processes while neglecting energy consumption effects on a wider scale, such as stock-material production and pre/post-processing [188]. Several studies have attempted to measure the cumulative energy usage of various sub-systems within an AM system, often with varying results [41]. However, most of these studies have concentrated on plastic- and polymer-based AM processes rather than metal AM processes, which need further research.

6.2.3. Health and Safety Risks and Environmental Considerations

Existing research has revealed potential adverse health impacts on personnel operating AM machines or those working around other associated AM equipment and infrastructure [190]. The direct contact or inhalation of ultrafine metals and nanoparticles has been shown to potentially lead to serious health complications such as injuries to the lungs and nervous system, mental impairment, and various forms of cancer. Furthermore, if AM equipment or metal powder repositories are not grounded correctly, workers can be vulnerable to electrostatic discharges or sparks that could potentially cause fires or explosions and endanger workers’ safety.

Such health and safety risks can be mitigated by taking safety precautions such as conducting metal AM processing under vacuum or in an inert atmosphere and allowing for a cool-down period to enable residual powder particles to settle before removing the component from the build area. Furthermore, a combination of integrated AM cleaning systems can be introduced and breathing apparatus can be utilized during post-processing, such as part removal and handling. Recent publications have highlighted the gap in knowledge for long-term effects and suggest further research into the subject [191].

On the other hand, the high-energy input required per component during metal AM processing means that AM is not necessarily more environmentally friendly than its CM counterparts [192]. However, AM is able to improve overall manufacturing efficiency compared to CM because of its capacity to produce near-net shape components, which significantly reduces scrap rates and required input material. Furthermore, the initially higher footprint of AM processing with respect to CM is expected to be compensated by optimized in-use functionality of AM-built aerospace components, such as reduced component mass and improved aerodynamics [193]. Nevertheless, further LCA studies need to be conducted to assess the environmental impacts of AM technology.

6.3. Development of the Supply Chain for the Aerospace Industry

To date, AM manufacturing centers have mostly been located far from the reach of customers. The aerospace industry often facilitates a three-tiered supply chain structure to assure a continuous inflow of products, which include raw material and as-built part suppliers, OEMs, and companies that provide MRO services [140].

Recent studies have shown that the integration of AM into existing supply chain distributions within the aerospace industry has the potential to produce a more efficient and responsive supply chain. Presently, companies purchase and manufacture products according to estimates of future demands. When these demand estimates fall short, a large portion of the capital of a company becomes tied up in unsold inventory [194,195]. In particular, the large-scale production of unique spare components usually comes with a high risk of obsolescence [194]. Therefore, using AM to fabricate spare parts
that are no longer being mass-produced by CM techniques would increase cost efficiency and enable economics of scale [17,196].

With the implementation of AM, there is potential for significant reduction in supply chain lengths as it offers manufacturing capabilities at regionally-located, de-centralized sites [197]. This would minimize the complexity of the supply chain, lower transportation and incurred costs, and reduce downtime for maintenance [22]. Furthermore, CM parts often require the assembly of many individual components, and component-heavy assemblies such as aircraft engines can result in lower reliability and longer inspection times. However, simplified part consolidation in AM techniques as a result of AM’s tremendous design flexibility means that a finished structure can either be built in a single AM machine operation or can be completed with minimum assembly required.

Hence, MRO providers aim to transition towards print-only facilities with an aim to reduce overhead costs, particularly for part inventories, and also to minimize their footprint [19]. However, a complete restructuring of current supply chains in favor of an AM-focused setup has not yet been shown to be advantageous when considering the present efficiencies of CM processes in large volume productions, coupled with the rapidly increasing global freight industry [198]. Furthermore, the possible long-term implications of AM-based supply chains are yet to be fully understood and require further investigation [199].

7. Discussion

The main objective of this review was to explore the current impact of metal AM application in the aerospace industry. In the early stages of its existence, AM was viewed primarily as a prototyping option with limited service application. As the years progressed, advances in technological capacities have permitted a gradual transition into primary product inclusion. These advances have been paralleled by exponential-like growth in the available global AM literature, patent submissions, and AM sales, both in academia and in the commercial sector.

As the repeatability and consistency of the mechanical properties of as-fabricated AM parts are yet to be completely understood, further development is needed with regard to the procurements of standards, certifications, and inspection protocols. In particular, the in situ monitoring of process parameters and physics-based modeling for the printing sequence (for example, a closed-loop feedback control) would help mitigate critical issues such as gas porosity and lack of fusion [200]. Furthermore, the AM field lacks an accessible material database, and the available Metallic Material Properties Development and Standardization (MMPDS) mainly focuses on CM methodologies. Nevertheless, MMPDS, AIAA S-110-2005, and TR-RS-2014-00016 are currently accepted worldwide as standards used to certify aerospace vehicles, and they can be used to develop future guidelines for AM qualifications [20]. As a result, many industry leaders and regulatory bodies such as ISO, ASTM, FAA, EASA, and SAE have collaborated to create numerous select committees which solely focus on the development of AM standards.

With regard to the aerospace industry, the majority of direct applications to date have been restricted to non-critical components, e.g., secondary or redundant structures. It is expected that industrial confidence, technological capacity, and familiarity will continue to grow, and AM applications will increasingly transition into more mission-critical componentries [201]. However, manufacturers are currently cautious about taking this leap of faith because any mission failures resulting from defective or malfunctioning AM components may result in the throttling of developments. AM can be difficult and expensive to integrate within the mainstream aerospace industry, particularly for small- and medium-sized OEMs that lack long-term research and development (R&D) capabilities [202].

In its current state, AM still cannot completely overtake CM but rather work in parallel with CM, in which case AM will be expected to become an essential method for manufacturing complex, high-end components. Since an AM system does not require tooling, it is more profitable than CM for low-volume production runs as the tooling cost often represents a major portion of the production cost. For high-volume runs, existing CM infrastructure permits batch productions at significantly greater
efficiencies over AM. However, this is not an issue for AM since the aerospace industry often requires only low-to-medium volume component production.

With respect to the supply of spare parts for legacy aircraft, AM components can be scanned and turned into a 3D CAD model without the need to obtain original patterns and tooling from OEMs [203]. For damaged or worn components, DED AM techniques have shown promise in restoring original component dimensions, as well as in depositing heterogeneous protective coatings to enhance mechanical properties such as fatigue life. Though DED has been shown to offer impressive results regarding the repair of aircraft components, its integration is still lacking, although it could be improved in upcoming years.

In terms of the inherent energy consumption during metal AM processing, academic publications tend to conclude that even though the printing process is more energy intensive than CM, huge energy savings are attained when AM-fabricated parts are used in service. This is due to the ability of AM to reduce the mass of a component through optimization and light-weighting without sacrificing its mechanical properties. Over the course of the components’ in-service life, this optimization is expected to contribute to substantial reductions in CO$_2$ release as a result of reduced fuel consumption.

With regard to the aerospace product supply chain, the long-term effects of large-scale AM-centered structuring remain to be seen, although the majority of available works are optimistic about the up-scaling of metal AM in the aerospace industry. However, in the immediate future, AM will be able to simplify supply chain structuring since it is able to reduce the dependency of MRO providers on large part inventories as on-demand AM fabrication becomes increasingly realistic.

The long-term outlook for metal AM in the coming decades provides insight into its use for in-space manufacturing (ISM), such as, for example, producing components outside the atmosphere in microgravity. The major premise of ISM is that raw material in bulk can be sent into orbit, offering higher payload volume fractions that could withstand greater G-forces upon ascent when compared to more fragile, pre-fabricated components. At present, for long-endurance spaceflight missions to planets or asteroids within the solar system, pre-fabricated parts for the mission must be launched from the ground into orbit, which means only limited payload volume fractions are possible and considerable geometric restraints for the payload structure need to be met due to dimensional restrictions onboard ascent vehicles [204]. For long-duration missions, the capacity of manufacturing components to be on-demand provides increased self-sufficiency and increases safety in the process [205]. Aside from long-duration spaceflight missions, recent publications have contended that ISM might also be utilized in the construction of nanosatellites and antenna parts, as well as for repairs of structural satellite components [204]. Though not likely to become commercially viable in the near future, ISM developments are currently on-going. For example, the International Space Station (ISS) was used as a test bed for non-metal AM research in 2014, producing dozens of acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) filament-based parts for repairs, upgrades, and installations of various ISS infrastructures onboard [206,207]. To date, the experiments performed have provided valuable insight into the mechanical properties of AM parts produced in microgravity, in which direct comparisons between in-space and on-ground AM components showed little discrepancy between one another [208]. Moreover, a hybrid AM module was recently sent to the ISS to demonstrate the capability of additively manufacturing new components with recycled plastics previously created onboard the ISS [209]. If successful, the knowledge acquired will help pave the way to increased self-sufficiency, which could be extended to metal AM in future extended space exploration missions [210].

8. Conclusions

As metal AM continues to evolve, the aerospace industry is currently gearing up to reap the benefits of this technology. Although issues surrounding product certification and sustainability still remain, significant progress is expected to come in the following years as regulatory bodies and industry leaders work together to establish standards and qualifications for metal AM. The numerous advantages of AM, particularly its design flexibility and low material wastage, have led to the integration of metal
AM into current and future production lines by various aerospace manufacturers. Based on the recent success stories of industrial adoption and implementation, it has now become evident that metal AM is expected to have a long-lasting impact on the aerospace industry, paving the way for the next generation of product design.
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**Appendix A Additive Manufacturing Standards**

1. Government Documents [1,23]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MSFC-STD-3716</td>
<td>Standard for Additively Manufactured Spaceflight Hardware by Laser Powder Bed Fusion in Metals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPR 7120.5</td>
<td>NASA Space Flight Program and Project Management Requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA-STD-5001</td>
<td>Structural Design and Test Factors of Safety for Spaceflight Hardware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA-STD-5017</td>
<td>Design and Development Requirements for Mechanisms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA-STD-5019</td>
<td>Fracture Control Requirements for Spaceflight Hardware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA-STD-6016</td>
<td>Structural Design Requirements and Processes Requirements for Spacecraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JSC 65828</td>
<td>Specification for Control and Qualification of Laser Powder Bed Fusion Metallurgical Processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSFC-SPEC-3717</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Non-Government Documents [1,23]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASTM E466</td>
<td>Standard Practice for Conducting Force Controlled Constant Amplitude Axial Fatigue Tests of Metallic Materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO/ASTM 52921</td>
<td>Standard Terminology for Additive Manufacturing-Coordinate Systems and Test Methodologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAE AS9100</td>
<td>Quality Management Systems – Requirements for Aviation, Space and Defence Organizations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. ASTM technology standards for Additive manufacturing [211]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISO/ASTM52910-18</td>
<td>Additive manufacturing—Design—Requirements, guidelines and recommendations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F3001-14</td>
<td>Standard Specification for Additive Manufacturing Titanium-6 Aluminum-4 Vanadium ELI (Extra Low Interstitial) with Powder Bed Fusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F3049-14</td>
<td>Standard Guide for Characterizing Properties of Metal Powders Used for Additive Manufacturing Processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F3055-14a</td>
<td>Standard Specification for Additive Manufacturing Nickel Alloy (UNS N07718) with Powder Bed Fusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F3056-14c1</td>
<td>Standard Specification for Additive Manufacturing Nickel Alloy (UNS N06625) with Powder Bed Fusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F3184-16</td>
<td>Standard Specification for Additive Manufacturing Stainless Steel Alloy (UNS S31603) with Powder Bed Fusion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
F2924-14  Standard Guide for Directed Energy Deposition of Metals
F3213-17  Standard for Additive Manufacturing—Finished Part
Properties—Standard Specification for Cobalt-28 Chromium-6
Molybdenum via Powder Bed Fusion
F3301-18a Standard for Additive Manufacturing—Post Processing
Methods—Standard Specification for Thermal Post-Processing Metal
Parts Made Via Powder Bed Fusion
F3302-18  Standard for Additive Manufacturing—Finished Part
F3318-18  Standard for Additive Manufacturing—Finished Part
Properties—Specification for AlSi10Mg with Powder Bed Fusion—Laser Beam
ISO/ASTM52901-16  Standard Guide for Additive Manufacturing—General Principles—Requirements for Purchased AM Parts
F2971-13  Standard Practice for Reporting Data for Test Specimens Prepared by Additive Manufacturing
ISO/ASTM52921-13  Standard Terminology for Additive Manufacturing—Coordinate Systems and Test
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